
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Bureaucracy

Frugal Merchant Method
Core, p. 283

With cursory examination the Solar can determine the
exact quality of any good on sale. Grants no knowledge

of market value, nor the purpose.

Deft Official‘s Way
Core, p. 284

The Solar can naturally sense who to talk to in order to
produce some results, who is amenable to bribes and which

functionaries are actually useful. Add Bureaucracy to
read intentions to identify and use such traits.

Measuring Glance
Core, p. 284

Sum up the member of an organization at a glance, by ways
of a read intentions action, determining the strongest and
most relevant Intimacy towards that organization. Roll is

auto-successful unless magic resistance is involved.

Speed the Wheels
Core, p. 285

Use this Charm to force an organization to work
faster by several degrees.

Bureau-Rectifying Method
Core, p. 285

Be part of an investigation into an organization to
reform it. Gain bonuses to Investigation and be perceived
by members as a subject of confidential trust, counting as
a Major Intimacy or a Minor one for those hiding the truth.

Enigmatic Bureau Understanding
Core, p. 285

Be made aware if a member of an organization‘s Intimacies
for it are challenged, if the member is working in official

capacity at the time.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Insightful Buyer Technique
Core, p. 284

Grants an intuitive feel for a marketplace, and how much
any object would fetch in that market. Must be a

previously known market.

Enlightened Discourse Method
Core, p. 285

Add some of the Solar‘s bureaucracy to all social influence
to affect bargains, trade, create business partnerships,

create good will between organizations, communicate
effective orders, mediate, and so on.

Consumer-Evaluating Glance
Core, p. 284

Evaluate a buyers intention‘s and budget at a glance.
Enacts a read intentions action against the target‘s Guile.
On success, the Solar can tell if the target wants to betray

or cheat her, she gains bonuses against it.

All-Seeing Master Procurer
Core, p. 284

Makes others assume the Solar is a master merchant,
someone to be approached for the best deals and info

about specific products.
Please refer the book.

Illimitable Master Fence
Core, p. 284

Observe a market to gain knowledge about the
bureaucratic specialties of everyone connected to a

specific market. 

Irresistible Salesman Spirit
Core, p. 285

Supplements a bargain action with double 7s. If the
bargain is successful, gain temporary Willpower.

Empowered Barter Stance
Core, p. 286

Once per day, the Solar gains a point of temporary
Willpower for a successful bargain action.

Woe-Capturing Web
Core, p. 287

Become aware automatically when a curse or other magic
is used against an organization led by the Solar, knowing
where to look with Bureau-Rectifying Method. May also

guess at the source. Please refer the book.

Foul Air of Argument Technique
Core, p. 288

Target a project you‘re aware of, forcing botches onto
the people in charge of the project. Can be used once

per season on the same organization.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Eclectic Verbiage of Law
Core, p. 288

Enact a free full Bureaucracy Excellency oncer per season.
Reset by aiding in the success of a particularly difficult

project, as per Storyteller.

Omen-Spawning Beast
Core, p. 287

If the Exalt has captured magic using the prerequisite, this
Charm allows her to discover profiling information,

revealing to her the identitfy of the one whose magic
has been snared.

Soul-Snaring Pitch
Core, p. 286

This Charm is a persuade action to convince a character that
a particular thing is his heart‘s desire.

Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Bureau-Reforming Kata
Core, p. 286

Use this Charm to reform a controlled organization. Can
be used after Bureau-Rectifying Method to cleanse the

organization of any hostile magic.
Please refer the book.

Honor-Instilling Mantra
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 9

Instill the charter of an organization with Intimacies of
the Solar. Members can use these Intimacies to defend
against influence and choose to act as the Solar would.

Pattern-Exploiting Commerce Spirit
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 9 / 10

Guide specific types of troubles customers to your door
by extending your essence outward. 

Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Indolent Official Charm
Core, p. 286

Bring the wheels of an bureaucracy to a grinding halt
regards one specific task.

Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Semantic Argument Technique
Core, p. 286

Add some of the Solar‘s bureaucracy to any social influence
that engages a character‘s adherence to laws or rules he

usually observes. 

Ungoverned Market Awareness
Core, p. 286

When any character within range of the Solar‘s senses uses
Bureaucracy or Larceny to make a transaction, she can sense

it. Canc hoose to sweep for particular transaction.
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Infinitely-Efficient Register
Core, p. 288

As long as the Solar‘s organization has succeeded at one
challenging project in the previous season, another

smaller project within scope is automatically completed.
Please refer the book.

Taboo-Inflicting Diatribe
Core, p. 288

Create taboos by specifying behaviors which are banned,
which is then forced upon members of the organization.

Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Order-Conferring Action
Core, p. 289

Confer advice to a bureaucracy to bolster it‘s efficiency,
granting it‘s leaders stored successes that can be used

on various actions when pertaining to the organization.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Subject-Hailing Ideology
Core, p. 288

Supplement social influence appealing to an Intimacy the
Solar is aware of, at a former intensity, if the influence makes

the target act in official capacity. 
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Spectacle-Inciting Order
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 11

Use this Charm when established as organization or
practice in the area to receive deliveries from spirir courts,

raksha courts or the court of ancestors.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Creation of Adamant Specie
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 10

Create a coin and transform it into a coin of pure adamant,
which carries various effects to those authorized in the

Solar‘s name.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.
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